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Abstract
Context.Genotype imputation is an effective method to increase the number of SNP markers available for an animal

and thereby increase the overall power of genome-wide associations and accuracy of genomic predictions. It is also the
key to achieve a common set of markers for all individuals when the original genotypes are obtained using multiple
genotyping platforms. High accuracy of imputed genotypes is crucial to their utility.

Aims. In this study, we propose a method for the construction of a common set of medium density markers for
imputation, which relies on keeping as much information as possible. We also investigated the impact of changing
marker coordinates on the basis of the new bovine genome assembly, ARS-UCD 1.2, on imputation accuracy.

Methods. In total, 49 754 animals with 45 364 single nucleotide polymorphism markers were used in a 10-fold cross-
validation to compare four different imputation scenarios. The four scenarios were based on two alternative designs for
the reference datasets. (1) A traditional reference panel that was created using the overlapping SNP from five medium
density arrays and (2) a composite reference panel created by combining SNPs across the five arrays. Each of the
reference datasets was used to test imputation accuracy when the SNPs were aligned on the basis of two genome
assemblies (UMD 3.1 and ARS-UCD 1.2).

Key results.Our results showed that a composite reference panel can achieve higher imputation accuracies than does
a traditional overlap reference. Incorporating mapping information on the basis of the recent genome build slightly
improved the imputation accuracies, especially for lower density chips.

Conclusions.Markers with unreliable mapping information and animals with low connectedness to the imputation
reference dataset benefited the most from the ARS-UCD 1.2 assembly and composite reference respectively.

Implications. The presented method is straightforward and can be used to setup an optimal imputation for accurate
inference of genotypes in Australian Angus cattle.
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Introduction

The accuracy of genomic prediction and the power to detect
potential causal variants in genome-wide association studies is
often dependent on the density of genotypic information
(Goddard 2009). In most cases, the cost of genotyping all
individuals at a high density is not feasible, so statistical
approaches to impute genotypes from a lower density to a
higher density have been widely examined (see review by
Marchini and Howie 2010). Genotype imputation employs a
reference group of individuals genotyped at a high density to
fill in the missing genotypes of target individuals that have
been genotyped for a subset of the variants by using
population- or family-based information (Sargolzaei et al.
2014). It is also particularly useful for combining genotypes
across different genotyping platforms when a common set of
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) is required for

genome-wide association studies and genomic predictions.
Genotype imputation techniques rely on information
between adjacent variants (or between those in close
proximity) to accurately impute individual genotypes. This
means that the position where given variants are mapped on the
genome may have large implications for imputation accuracy
and subsequent analysis undertaken with the imputed data.

The UMD 3.1 bovine genome assembly (Zimin et al. 2009)
has been the main genome map of cattle since 2009 and it has
been used to help unravel the genetic mechanisms underlying
phenotypic variation in many economically important traits.
However, the UMD 3.1 assembly contains over 72 000 gaps in
the annotation as well as regions that are known to be poorly
assembled, mainly because of the limitation of sequencing
technologies when it was released. The recently published
ARS-UCD 1.2 bovine reference genome (Rosen et al. 2020)
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has been built using more modern sequencing technologies
based on longer reads to improve continuity, accuracy and
completeness of assembly. The ARS-UCS 1.2 bovine genome
assembly has decreased the number of gaps across genome to
fewer than 500 and improved the assembly of regions with
known issues. It has already been incorporated in national
genetic evaluations around the world including the USA dairy
cattle genomic evaluation where it has been found that using
the new reference map can improve the detection of animals
that carry lethal recessive genotypes as well as increasing the
accuracy of imputing carrier status (Null et al. 2019).

The accuracy of genotype imputation is also affected by the
size of the reference population, where a larger reference that
represents the genetic diversity of the target population generally
results in a higher imputation accuracy (e.g. Ventura et al. 2016).
Oneway to increase the sizeof the referencedataset is to combine
genotypes fromindividualswhohavebeengenotypedondifferent
SNP arrays. Samples from different genotyping arrays may
contain certain SNPs that are unique to specific panels and do
not exist in other panels. Retaining such SNPs in the imputation
process may increase the overall information content and, hence,
improve the imputation accuracy compared with when aminimal
overlap between the genotyped markers is kept. A composite
reference set in this contextmay contain a better representation of
existing haplotypes in the population and potentially capture a
higher haplotypic diversity than does a reference set that only
includes commonSNPsbetweenpanels. Thismayalsobenefit the
inference of missing genotypes, especially the imputation of rare
alleles that arenotmatchedbycommonhaplotypesand,generally,
have a low imputation accuracy.

The objective of this study was to investigate the impact of
reference panel composition and bovine genome assembly on
imputation accuracy of Angus cattle in Australia when a
common set of medium density markers was required for
all animals. We aimed to investigate the relationships
between imputation accuracy and allele frequency of SNPs
and animals’ connectedness with the reference set, to gain a
better understanding of the underlying factors influencing the
imputation accuracy of Australian Angus genotypes.

Materials and methods

Genotypes
The present study utilised genotype data from Angus Australia
(Armidale, New South Wales, Australia). This dataset
included genotypic records from over 100 000 animals
genotyped between 2010 and 2020. The genotypes were
from 24 commercially available or customised SNP panels
for Angus cattle. For each panel used in the study, only
autosomal SNP markers were retained for analysis. For
panels where GeneCall information was available, the
genotype calls with a score of <0.15 were assumed as
missing (Edriss et al. 2013). Further quality control was
undertaken using PLINK 1.9 (Chang et al. 2015) to remove
SNPs with a call rate lower than 90% from each panel. In
addition, SNPs departing from the Hardy–Weinberg
equilibrium at P < 1E–07 and animals with a call rate of
less than 85% and markers with a minor allele frequency
(MAF) of less than 0.01 were removed. The mapping

information for all markers was available on the basis of
both UMD 3.1 (UMD; Zimin et al. 2009) and ARS-UCD
1.2 (ARS; Rosen et al. 2020) genome assemblies.

Imputation
To investigate the impact of the reference composition on
imputation accuracy, two reference panels were created. The
first reference panel was a medium density composite
reference panel (comp) created by combining SNPs across
five medium density arrays, i.e. Chips 29, 35, 54, 56 and 60
(Table 1), keeping only the markers with known genotypes on
at least 80% of all individuals. The resultant comp reference
dataset consisted of 45 364 SNPs on 49 754 animals. The
second reference panel was created by extracting 32 404
common markers across the same five SNP arrays for the
same 49 754 individuals and is referred to as the overlap
reference (ovlp) hereafter. The comp and ovlp reference
sets were used to assess the locus- and individual-specific
average imputation efficacy for the remaining 19 panels
(Table 2) in a cross-validation scheme. The 49 754 animals
with known genotypes were randomly divided into 10 groups.
At each rotation, the overlapping SNPs between reference sets
and each panel were extracted for 10% of animals (n = ~4975)
used as the target set and the remaining 90% (n = ~44 779) with
full genotypes were used as a reference to impute them.
Table 2 shows the number of markers across the different
SNP chips used for target set imputation. FImpute v.3
(Sargolzaei et al. 2014) with the default parameter settings
was used as the imputation software. The correlations between
real and imputed genotypes were averaged across 10
correlations to obtain the accuracy of imputation for each
panel. The individual-specific correlations were corrected
for allele frequencies as suggested by Mulder et al. (2012).
The imputation accuracies were calculated using only the
32 404 common markers between the two reference sets.
The standard errors of the mean (s.e.m.) were calculated for
all scenarios of imputation and used to define significance
levels (95% confidence interval = �1.96 s.e.m.).

To assess the impact of changing the reference map that is
used to order markers across genome, two reference genome
assemblies (ARS or UMD) were used to determine the SNP
position on the genome. The imputation process described
above was then used to estimate the imputation accuracy for
each genome build. In total, the following four imputation
scenarios were designed such that each combination of two
different reference sets with two different reference maps were
implemented: (1) comp_ARS, (2) comp_UMD, (3) ovlp_ARS
and (4) ovlp_UMD.

Table 1. Number of SNPs and animals in the chips used for cross-
validation

Chip No. of SNPs No. of animals

29 53 583 6822
35 53 583 849
54 53 177 231
56 47 993 20 692
60 36 889 21 691
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Factors affecting imputation accuracy
To understand potential factors underlying the imputation
accuracies, we investigated the impact of a difference of
500 kilo base pair (kbp) and higher in physical position
(within a chromosome) of SNPs among assemblies or a
change in their chromosome. The relationships between
allele frequency of markers and their imputation accuracies
were further examined.

The connectedness between reference and target sets was
further examined to evaluate its impact on individual-specific
imputation accuracies. For each animal in the target set, the
average of top 100 genomic relationship coefficients, obtained
from the off-diagonal elements of a genomic relationship
matrix based on VanRaden (2008), with animals from the
reference set that were used in their imputation, was
calculated. The SNPs and animals with an accuracy of less
than 0.95 from the scenario with the highest average
imputation accuracy with both UMD and ARS reference
maps, were deemed as poorly imputed and reasons behind
their poor imputations were further examined.

Results

Imputation accuracies

The locus- and individual-specific average imputation
accuracies are shown in Fig. 1. The accuracies were high
and the difference between different imputation scenarios was

Table 2. The number of common SNPs with two reference sets for
different chips

Chip No. of SNPs in common with reference

Composite Overlap

5 32 971 28 479

6 10 841 8888

7 10 406 8622

8 34 316 29 142

15 6467 5712

30 11 132 9195

41 7830 6628

42 8096 6649

45 8566 6790

46 8714 6769

47 10 100 7942

50 26 458 20 376

51 30 434 23 372

52 39 313 28 225

53 7394 6302

55 15 841 11 860

63 13 456 10 118

65 37 291 32 176

66 31 767 29 142
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Fig. 1. The average locus-specific (top) and individual-specific (bottom) correlations of tested chips obtained from different imputation scenarios. The
standard errors of the mean were all smaller than 0.001 and 0.00001 for SNPs and animals respectively.
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minimal. The imputation accuracy s.e.m. values were all
smaller than 0.001 and 0.00001 for locus- and individual-
specific correlations respectively. All chips except Chips 5, 8,
50, 51, 52, 65 and 66 showed a small but significant difference
in correlations obtained from comp and ovlp reference sets
regardless of the bovine genome assembly. However, there
was a trend that the scenarios with markers ordered on the
basis of ARS bovine genome assembly achieved the highest
imputation accuracy, compared with other imputation
scenarios for all tested chips. The difference among
different imputation scenarios was more evident for lower
density chips, showing that the composite reference set and
ARS reference map were especially beneficial for imputation
of low density chips. The average imputation accuracies
generally increased with an increasing number of common
SNPs between reference and target chips (from left to right in
Fig. 1). However, chips with the highest number of common
SNPs with the reference set did not always achieve the highest
accuracies. For example, Chip 50 obtained higher locus- and
individual-specific accuracies than did Chip 51, while it had
~4000 and 3000 fewer common SNPs with the comp and ovlp
reference sets respectively. Chips 66, 5 and 8 had a higher
imputation accuracy than did Chip 65, although they had a
lower number of SNPs in common with both reference sets.

The impact of different factors on imputation accuracy

Reference map

We identified 12 483 SNPs, which were either aligned to
different chromosomes or had a base pair position difference
of 500 kbp and higher between ARS and UMD bovine genome
assemblies (Fig. 2). For the majority of these SNPs (~90%),
the difference in imputation accuracies from the two reference
maps was very small (<0.001). Comparing the SNPs with a
difference of 0.05 and higher in imputation accuracies across
imputation scenarios, the mapping information based on ARS

predominantly resulted in a higher correlation between real
and imputed genotypes than did that based on UMD,
regardless of the type of reference set. However, the
imputation accuracies were low for some SNPs across both
reference maps. Interestingly, we found four SNPs that were
imputed more accurately when using the UMD map (Fig. 2).

MAF

On the basis of results from comp_ARS scenario,
correlations were slightly smaller for low MAF groups and
increased up to a MAF of 0.15 (Fig. 3). At MAFs of >0.15,
there was no relationship between the correlation and
MAF. The same pattern was observed for all other
imputation scenarios (Fig. S1, available as Supplementary
material to this paper). The choice of reference map (ARS
or UMD) did not have an impact on the imputation accuracy
across different groups of MAF. However, the accuracies of
imputation obtained from the composite reference were
slightly higher than those from the ovlp across all classes
of MAF (Fig. S1).

Connectedness to reference

When the relationship between target and reference sets
increased, the comp_ARS scenario achieved higher
correlations (Fig. 3). The rate of increase in average
imputation accuracies was higher for low relationships
(<0.15) but then it stabilised, before showing a high
variation for higher accuracies. Imputation accuracies
fluctuated more when the average kinship values were
higher than 0.35 because of the smaller number of animals
in these groups. Similar results were found for other
imputation scenarios (Fig. S1). The individual-specific
accuracies were not influenced by the use of different
bovine reference maps across all relationships and the
difference between scenarios using either ARS or UMD
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Fig. 2. Correlations of 12 483 markers with changed coordinates between assemblies obtained from comp (right) and ovlp (left) reference sets.
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was negligible. However, imputation accuracies were
improved when a composite reference set was used,
compared with scenarios with an ovlp set. The difference
between accuracies from comp and ovlp sets was larger for
animals with a smaller relatedness to reference, but this
difference diminished as relationships increased, such that
for animals with a kinship coefficient of 0.4 or higher, the
imputation accuracies were almost identical across all
scenarios of imputation.

SNPs and animals with poor imputations

Results from scenarios with the composite reference
(i.e. comp_ARS and comp_UMD) were used to identify

poorly imputed SNPs and animals, as these scenarios
provided the most accurate imputations for all chips. For
comp_ARS, the majority of SNPs showed high correlations
between real and imputed genotypes and there were only 300
markers with an average correlation of less than 0.95 across all
target chips (Fig. S2). From these poorly imputed markers, 147
had a difference of 500 kbp or larger in physical positions
between ARS and UMD. The least accurate imputations
(<0.30) were found for SNPs with the largest change in
mapping information (>1.5 Mbp) between the two genome
assemblies. The largest number of poorly imputed SNPs was
found on Chromosome 19 (n = 52) and Chromosomes 3, 11
and 21 each contained 26 poorly imputed SNPs. The poorly
imputed SNPs corresponded to 47 putatively misplaced
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Fig. 3. Correlations of imputed SNPs (top) and animals (bottom) obtained from the comp_ARS scenario against their minor allele frequency
(MAF) and average of top 100 relationships with the reference set respectively. The SNP accuracies were averaged within MAF groups of
0.002. The accuracies of animals were averaged within relationship groups of 0.005.
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genomic segments, each with at least two SNPs, where the
distance between consecutive SNPs was 500 kbp or smaller
(Table S1, available as Supplementary material to this paper).
For comp_UMD, we found 338 poorly imputed SNPs, which
corresponded to a higher number (n = 53) of genomic segments
deemed as misplaced because of low imputation accuracy
(Table S2). The majority of SNPs (86%) with a low
accuracy from UMD still showed a low accuracy on the
basis of ARS and the latter improved imputation of only
14% of SNPs. The average correlations between real and
imputed genotypes within the putatively misplaced regions
were almost identical for comp_ARS and comp_UMD
scenarios. However, there were six regions from
comp_UMD scenario, where the comp_ARS improved the
imputation accuracies by 0.02 or more (Table S2).

There were 374 animals with an accuracy of less than 0.95
from comp_ARS scenario (Fig. S2), which were found to have
relatively low relationships with their imputation reference set
(an average top 100 relationships of 0.1669 compared with an
average of 0.2179 across the whole dataset). When the
individual-specific imputation accuracies were obtained
from comp_UMD, 11 more animals were identified (n = 374 +
11) with an accuracy of <0.95. However, the imputation
accuracies of these additional animals only slightly improved
(a maximum improvement of 0.003) when the mapping
information was updated to ARS.

Discussion

Genotype imputation has been a successful method in inferring
highly accurate genotypes that are not directly assayed or
sporadically missing. To further increase the accuracy of
imputation, novel approaches such as a multi-breed
reference population (Hozé et al. 2013; Rowan et al. 2019)
or a two-step imputation strategy (van Binsbergen et al. 2014)
have been suggested. Here, we proposed an alternative
procedure to construct the reference for imputation and
showed that a composite reference reached higher
imputation accuracies across all tested chips than did a
traditional overlap reference. Incorporating mapping
information based on the recent genome build further
improved the imputation accuracy especially for lower
density chips, but the rate of increase was marginal. The
results of the current study confirmed that an optimal
imputation strategy for Australian Angus cattle can be
achieved by using a composite reference in which markers
are ordered on the basis of ARS-UCD 1.2 bovine genome
assembly. The optimal imputation is characterised by higher
correlations between real and imputed genotypes, especially
for markers with unreliable physical locations and individuals
with the smallest connectedness with reference.

The overall imputation accuracies found in the present
study were high, especially for less dense chips, given the
densities of imputed and reference chips. For example, the
correlations between real and imputed genotypes were
between 0.974 and 0.977 (across the 4 imputation
scenarios) for Chip 15, with ~6000 SNPs being imputed up
to medium density. With similar densities of starting and end
panels, Berry et al. (2014) reported a correlation of 0.962

between the actual and imputed genotypes for Aberdeen
Angus. The high accuracies in the current study reflect the
very large size of the reference population used for imputation.
The impact of the reference population size on imputation
accuracies has been shown in several studies, with a larger
reference population resulting in higher accuracies (Hozé et al.
2013; Ventura et al. 2016). In addition, we showed that even a
highly accurate imputation can be further improved by altering
the SNP composition of the reference through keeping all of
the available genotypes from the multiple SNP arrays.

In contrast, the incorporation of map positions on the basis
of ARS had very little impact on average imputation
accuracies, compared with those from UMD. For the
majority of SNPs, the physical locations were very similar
between the two assemblies and change of assembly did not
cause a change in their sequential order. Although the
difference between overall accuracies on the basis of ARS
or UMD was negligible, the alignment of SNPs on the basis of
the former improved the imputation for several regions across
the genome. We classified the clusters of consecutive markers
with low imputation accuracies as putatively misplaced
segments (Tables S1, S2) and showed that for six putative
misplaced regions from UMD, the imputation accuracy
improved when their position was updated to ARS. This
implies more accurate physical locations of SNPs in these
regions on the basis of the new bovine genome assembly.
Utsunomiya et al. (2016) scanned the linkage disequilibrium
patterns across cattle genome and reported 246 putatively
misassembled regions on the basis of UMD. Several of our
reported regions in Table S2, including all with an
improvement in imputation accuracy on the basis of ARS,
overlapped with those reported by these authors. A larger
number of regions are expected to benefit from updating
mapping positions to the new assembly if a higher density
of markers is used. Using a genome scan of improved
imputation accuracies in an imputation from 50 000 to
777 000, Hermisdorff et al. (2020) reported more misplaced
regions for UMD assembly than those from our study. The
current study focused on the imputation of many lower density
chips to a medium density set and, therefore, the identified
regions in our study are influenced by a lower SNP density and
limited to those regions covered by the panels in the reference.

We observed the highest variations of accuracies across
different imputation scenarios for SNPs with a large change in
map positions between assemblies. Large changes in map
position can cause substantial difference in the order of
markers within specific regions across genome. This can
lead to construction of different sets of haplotypes for those
regions, which consequently changes the inference of missing
genotypes during the imputation process. We found that for
markers with large positional changes, the ARS assembly
predominantly delivered a higher accuracy than did UMD,
regardless of the type of reference. However, given that for
some of the re-arranged SNPs, the imputation was still
inaccurate, a large change between assemblies might
indicate an uncertainty in the actual genomic locations of
SNPs that has not been resolved yet. In addition, for some
of the re-arranged SNPs between assemblies, the imputation
accuracy was higher from UMD than from ARS, which
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potentially implies a more precise alignment on the basis of the
former. As the current version of the ARS is new, more
accurate alignments of variants across bovine genome are
likely in future releases of this assembly.

The alternative construction of the reference, i.e. composite
or overlap, was specifically beneficial for animals with low
relatedness to the reference. The imputation of animals that are
closely related to reference largely depends on detection of
long-range haplotypes (Kong et al. 2008) that might not be
largely affected by the inclusion of additional variants in
the reference. However, for animals that are not well
connected to the reference, the addition of extra markers
helps better utilise the population linkage disequilibrium at
shorter distances and captures higher numbers of existing
haplotypes in the population. This, consequently, provides
more information for imputation algorithms, leading to less
errors in filling the gaps across genome with the identified
haplotypes.

Conclusions

The overall imputation accuracies in Australian Angus are
very high due to a very large size of the reference. The use of a
composite reference mapped to the ARS-UCD 1.2 genome
build further improved the imputation accuracy. The new
reference map was specifically beneficial for the imputation
of SNPs with unreliable map positions, while the composite
reference benefited mostly the animals with a low relatedness
to the reference. The presented procedure to construct a
reference for imputation is straightforward for practical
applications and does not incur additional costs.
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